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Location and Experiences
The residence is a mobile home located in a rural area of Lincoln Parish
near Choudrant, LA. Two brothers of a young age now are the only
occupants as their father has passed recently. The older of the brothers
has experienced what he believes to be paranormal activity including
unusual sounds, movement of objects, shadows, and unusual fearful
behavior from a small house dog.

INVESTIGATION
Date of Investigation: April 22, 2021
Participants: Bess Maxwell, Connie Williamson,
Kirk Cormier
Equipment: Digital Recorders, Spirit Box, Full Spectrum
GoPro Cameras, Boo Bear
Personal Experiences: There were no reported personal
experiences
Investigation: The investigation began around 8:00 pm with the older
brother (client) in attendance. The investigation was confined to the
living room and kitchen at the request of the client. EMF readings were
unremarkable throughout the area investigated. Digital recordings were
made and attempts to elicit responses using recorders and the spirit
box/portal. The Boo Bear was also employed, and a couple of times
referred to being tickled which may have indicated some paranormal
contact. Several things of note were captured on recorders after review.
The client reported that he believed the spirit present may be that of a
young child and produced a pair of child’s sandals he had found it the
home. The instigation was ended at approximately 10:30 pm.

Model P-SB7 Spirit Box:
Bess asks, “How many spirits?” the answer sounds like “four spirits”

EVP’s and and Audio Recordings:
Not and EVP but Connie captured the low growl of the small dog
present. He may have been sensing something we could not see or hear.

Not an EVP but Connie captured the Boo Bear giving a response that
requires some physical contact to produce.
EVP of a child’s voice talking over Kirk’s voice

EVP of a child’s voice saying “Mommy”

Conclusions

The experiences reported by the client plus the recordings and EVP’s
captured during this short investigation suggest that there may be a
paranormal presence at this location; although there was nothing to
suggest definitely that this presence to be negative. The very clear
EVP’s of a small child may indicate a possible attachment to the sandals
found by the client in the residence. This team suggests that he remove
the shoes from the property and dispose of them in a common waste
disposal receptacle such as a dumpster. Not only could this remove the
spirit from the property; but could release it.

